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Abstract. Semiconductor devices continue to shrink in size with every generation. These ever smaller structures
are challenging the resolution limits of current analytical and inline metrology tools. We will discuss the results of
a study of critical dimension small angle x-ray scattering (CDSAXS) comparing the measured intensity from a
laboratory source and a synchrotron to determine the improvements in compact x-ray source technology nec-
essary to make CDSAXS a high throughput metrology method. We investigated finFET test structures with and
without a high-k gate dielectric coating. The HfO2-based high-k gate dielectric substantially increased the scat-
tering intensity. We found that single-angle laboratory source measurements of 15 min from HfO2-coated
finFETs had sufficient scattering intensity to measure the higher order peaks necessary for obtaining high-res-
olution dimensional fits. Identical bare silicon finFETs required at least 2 h of exposure time for equivalent data
quality. Using these structures, we measured the scattering efficiency and determined the required photon flux
for next generation x-ray sources to make an inline CDSAXS tool high throughput. © 2017 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JMM.16.1.014001]
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1 Introduction
Computers and electronic devices have become a central
element to our society and have enabled numerous major
technological and scientific breakthroughs. The rapid
advances in computing power over recent decades have
been driven by the continuous shrinking of the minimum fea-
ture size of transistors in integrated circuits. Current gener-
ation microprocessors have minimum dimensions of 14 nm
and pitches of about 42 nm.1 The sizes of these features are
planned to shrink by 33% every 2 to 3 years resulting in min-
imum feature sizes of 10 nm by 2017. Even more amazing is
that this reduction in feature size must be accomplished
while maintaining extremely precise feature size control
over wafer scale areas to ensure that all the billions of tran-
sistors in each microprocessor work as designed. To achieve
such nanoscale feature uniformity, semiconductor manufac-
turers incorporate inline dimensional metrology into the
fabrication process to maintain tight process control.
The requirements for inline critical dimension (CD) metrol-
ogy for next generation devices are difficult to meet.
Measurements must be nondestructive, fast, able to measure
a sub-100-μm diameter target in an area with surrounding
features and be sensitive to sub-nm details of complex
three-dimensional (3-D) nanostructures (such as finFET
transistors with feature sizes under 10 nm and pitch ratios
as small as 1∶1).2 The combination of these four constraints
presents a major metrology challenge. Measurements such as
transmission electron microscopy provide atomic resolution
of individual 3-D structures, but are destructive, slow, and
provide limited statistical sampling. Inline CD metrology

currently combines a variant of spectroscopic ellipsometry
called optical critical dimension (OCD) scatterometry and
top-down scanning electron microscopy (CD-SEM). OCD
already operates well below the diffraction limit and has
lost measurement sensitivity due to increasing cross correla-
tions between the parameters of complex 3-D structures and
size-dependent optical constants.2–6 Typical CD-SEM pro-
vides only limited 3-D information due to the top-down
nature of the measurement and has a resolution of
∼1.4 nm.7 Physics-based models and sample tilting can be
used to extract 3-D information out of CD-SEM.8,9 One
option to resolve these challenges is the use of x-rays, in
which the sub-nm wavelengths reduce the diffraction reso-
lution limit to atomic distances. Critical-dimension small-
angle x-ray scattering (CDSAXS) has been investigated as
an x-ray-based next generation CD metrology.10–17

CDSAXS is essentially a single crystal diffraction experi-
ment in which the “crystal” is a periodic array of nanostruc-
tures and the measurement is variable-angle transmission
SAXS. The most common measurement would be of a
line grating in which the line is the periodic nanostructure.
The resulting reciprocal space map is fit to determine the
shape profile of the repeating nanostructure. CDSAXS has
been used to determine complex nanostructure shape, line
edge roughness, line height, CD, and pitch walking.13,18–21

Recent results have demonstrated sub-nm resolution in
both pitch walking and nanostructure shape.22 All of the
high-resolution demonstrations of CDSAXS have been per-
formed at large synchrotron facilities. The primary limitation
for in-lab CDSAXS is x-ray source brightness. CDSAXS
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requires a high-flux beam that is both collimated and has a
sub-100-μm diameter spot size. Previous in-lab demonstra-
tions have required exposure time orders of magnitude larger
than what is practical for process monitoring and often have
insufficient signal to noise.17 In this paper, we will directly
compare measurements using a compact laboratory source
and using a synchrotron for the same industrially relevant
finFET sample. We also will use a single-photon counting,
large dynamic range x-ray detector to determine the scatter-
ing efficiency from the measured gratings.

2 Methods
Synchrotron measurements were done at the Advanced
Photon Source at beamline 5-ID-D23 using a standard
SAXS configuration with a ð8.5� 0.01Þ m sample to detector
distance and a 70 μm × 120 μm beam size on the sample.22

The detector was a CCD detector (Rayonix MX170-HS) with
an 86-μm pixel size. (Certain commercial equipment, instru-
ments, or materials are identified in this paper in order to
specify the experimental procedure adequately. Such identifi-
cation is not intended to imply recommendation or endorse-
ment by the National Institute of Standards and Technology,
nor is it intended to imply that the materials or equipment
identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.)
The beam energy was 17 keV and the measured flux was
8 × 1010 photons∕s. The flight path before and after the sam-
ple was in a vacuum chamber to minimize air scattering. The
sample was in air. Measurements were made at normal inci-
dence for a series of exposure times from 0.1 to 20 s with each
exposure being measured 20 times. The resulting scattering
peaks were analyzed to determine the average and standard
deviation of the scattering intensity of each diffraction peak
as a function of exposure time. A schematic of the measure-
ment geometry is shown in Fig. 1(b).

Laboratory source measurements were conducted on a
Rigaku SAXS system with 3 pin hole beam collimation
(300, 300, and 500 μm) and a Rigaku 007 Micromax micro-
focus rotating anode source operated at 50 kVand 16 mA for a
molybdenum anode.15 A parallel beam mirror was used to
produce a collimated 300-μm spot on the sample. The detector
was a Dectris Pilatus 300 kW with a 1-mm-thick silicon

sensor (76% quantum efficiency at Mo Kα) and 172-μm
pixel size. The detector is a solid state, hybrid pixel sensor
in which each incident photon is counted individually in par-
allel, resulting in no readout noise and single photon counting
ability with 106 dynamic range per pixel. The full flight path
and sample were in vacuum chambers to minimize air scatter-
ing. The x-ray beamwas characterized using the Pilatus detec-
tor to measure the direct beam at different sample to detector
distances to determine the spot size at the sample and the beam
divergence. FinFET CDSAXS measurements were made by
collecting a large set of 60 s exposures (about 3900 images
for a high-k sample and about 2600 for a bare Si sample).
Since the Pilatus detector has no inherent background or read-
out noise, individual exposures can be integrated to create
long virtual exposure measurements. The measured data
were resampled into a series of long exposure virtual measure-
ments by summing a series of randomly selected 60 s scans.
This process was repeated 50 times for each virtual exposure
time ranging from 1 to 1000 min. Individual 60 s scans with
strong cosmic ray events near the scattering peaks were
excluded. They were identified by comparing their summed
intensity to the average summed intensity of the datasets.
These cosmic ray events were considerably more intense
than the typical 60 s scattering pattern and easy to identify.
The scattering peaks in the 50 virtual datasets at each exposure
time were analyzed to determine the average and standard
deviation of the scattering intensity of each diffraction peak
versus exposure time.

Quantitative scattering efficiency measurements were
made by normalizing the measured integrated scattering
intensity for each scattering peak to the measured beam
flux and substrate attenuation. This method of intensity cal-
culation differs from the conventional absolute intensity
measurement in which the scattering is normalized to the
film volume and scattering solid angle to get units of
cm−1 str−1. For the grating samples, it is more useful to deter-
mine the scattering efficiency for a particular sample by
quantitatively measuring the number of photons scattered
by a known number of incident photons. The large linearity
of the detector allows accurate measurements of both the
direct beam and the scattered intensity. The direct beam

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the fabrication of the finFET samples. The measurements were made
on the silicon finFET sample with a nitride cap and the subsequent step in which a conformal film of the
high-k dielectric of HfO2 was deposited on the silicon fin. (b) Schematic diagram of the CDSAXS
measurement geometry showing transmission scattering through a grating. The scattering angles are
exaggerated for clarity.
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measurement was made separately from the sample scatter-
ing measurements since the direct beam results in substantial
parasitic scattering from the windows on the end of the vac-
uum chamber and the front of the detector. A beam stop was
used to block the direct beam for the scattered intensity
measurement. The scattering measurement had a consider-
ably longer exposure time than the direct beam measurement
(960 min versus 1 s), enhancing the dynamic range of the
measurement by rescaling the measurements by exposure
time. The beam intensity was monitored over several
hours to determine that fluctuations over time were negli-
gible. The direct beam intensity was estimated from the aver-
age of over 100 individual 1 s exposures.

FinFET samples were fabricated at the Center for
Nanoscale Science and Engineering in Albany, New York,
using a double exposure method and litho-freeze-litho-
etch [Fig. 1(a)].10 The lithography pitch was 130 nm. The
double exposure resulted in a 65-nm pitch grating. The sam-
ples were a uniform grating with field sizes of about 2 cm.
The bare silicon finFET sample consists of a silicon fin with
a silicon nitride hard mask cap on top of 40-nm height silicon
fins, which have ∼20-nm bottom width and slightly sloped
profile. The Si fins were etched into silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) wafers with 40-nm single crystal h100i Si layer on
140-nm SiO2 on bulk Si, using standard 300-mm wafer
processing. The high-k finFET sample is an identical silicon
fin with a silicon nitride hard mask cap with the addition of a
2-nm conformal high-k dielectric (HfO2). Note that in typical
finFET fabrication, the commonly used “gate last” or
replacement metal gate (RMG) process deposits the high-
k dielectric later in the process flow so there is not a structure
that corresponds to the high-k finFET gratings measured in
this study. Identical spots were measured at both the synchro-
tron and laboratory sources.

3 Results and Discussion
The CDSAXS measurement involves placing a periodic
nanostructure into a collimated x-ray beam and measuring
the resulting transmission scattering as a function of incident
angle. For the example of a line grating, the grating axis is
aligned parallel to the axis of rotation. The key parameters
are the beam divergence, the spot size at the sample, and the
x-ray flux. The beam divergence defines the angular resolu-
tion of the measurement. Since CDSAXS is a “small angle”
measurement, the beam divergence must be small enough to
resolve the individual scattering peaks. The scattering angle
is defined by Bragg’s law [Eq. (1)]. The scattering angle (2θ)
is proportional to the ratio of the x-ray wavelength (λ) and the
grating pitch (d). The x-ray wavelength has to be smaller
than about 0.7 Å to maximize transmission through the sil-
icon wafer substrate. In future technology generations with
smaller feature sizes and pitches, the scattering angle will get
larger and constraints on the divergence will be reduced. It
should be noted that the pitch measured by CDSAXS is the
largest repeat distance in the structure. For example, samples
with pitch walking will have a measured pitch of the native
lithography and thus require greater angular resolution to
resolve the scattering peaks. For the Mo Kα energy and a
32-nm pitch grating, the scattering angle is 2.2 mrad. For
the 65-nm gratings investigated in this study, the scattering
angle is 1.1 mrad. It should be noted that errors in multiple
patterning methods make the effective pitch larger, and thus

the scattering angle smaller. The exact limits on allowable
divergence depend on the measurement geometry and
involve trade-offs with the spot size. In this paper, we will
use a focusing mirror optic geometry, where the beam focus
is on the sample. This geometry is the best for sources with a
large initial source size and results in the smallest beam spot
being on the sample. The beam transitions from converging
to diverging at the sample. The angular divergence of the
optical path needs to be sufficiently less than the scattering
angles of the grating to resolve neighboring peaks

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;642λ ¼ 2d sin θ: (1)

To characterize our laboratory source, we measured the
unfiltered, direct beam with a single photon counting detector
at a series of sample to detector distances. The results are
shown in Fig. 2, where Fig. 2(a) shows the image of the direct
beam on the detector and Fig. 2(b) shows the integrated inten-
sity for the direct beam. A fit of the change in beam size as a
function of distance [Fig. 2(c)] shows a divergence of about
190 μrad and a spot size of about 300-μm full-width half-
maximum (FWHM) at the sample. The open beam intensity
was measured to be 2.2 × 106 photons∕s and the transmission
through the silicon wafer was 27%. The measured flux is
40,000 times less than the APS synchrotron beam line.
Figure 3 shows a normal incidence diffraction pattern for
the high-k finFET sample at both APS and on the laboratory
source. The APS exposure [Fig. 3(a)] was for 10 s and the
laboratory source exposure [Fig. 3(b)] was for 3600 s. The
measurement at APS could have been made for considerably
shorter exposure time and still had acceptable signal to noise.
The 3600-s laboratory measurement clearly resolves all of the
diffraction peaks. The only difference is that the peaks are
broader. This can be seen more easily in Fig. 3(c), where a
one-dimensional (1-D) integration of the scattering intensity
is shown. Each of the peaks is clearly resolved and has com-
parable changes in integrated intensity to the APS data. Note
that the scattering patterns of highly uniform nanomanufac-
tured gratings are much sharper than the resolution of most
x-ray sources. In both of these measurements, the peak
width is dominated by instrumental broadening and no infor-
mation is lost by using the lower resolution of the laboratory
source. Only the integrated intensity is used in CDSAXS data
fitting. The resolution of the laboratory source could be further
reduced and there would still be sufficient differentiation of
the adjacent scattering peaks. Note also that the pitch of
this grating is 65 nm. Smaller pitch gratings will have a larger
scattering angle and be easier to resolve.

To determine the required flux for a measurement from a
given source, we conducted a scattering noise experiment in
which we evaluated the statistical fluctuations in the scatter-
ing signal as a function of exposure time and scattering peak
order. For APS synchrotron data, we took 20 normal inci-
dence exposures at a series of exposure times from 0.1 to
20 s. For the laboratory source data, it was impractical to
take a large series of repeated scans at appropriately long
exposure times. Instead, we took advantage of the zero
noise x-ray detector to create a library of short scans that
we could randomly resample into virtual datasets of various
exposure times. We collected about 3900 one-minute scans
for the high-k sample and 2600 one-minute scans for the bare
Si finFET sample. We then randomly selected one-minute
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scans and summed them to create each dataset of longer
exposure time as described in the methods section.
Figure 4(a) shows a typical one-minute scan with the inte-
grated area shown in Fig. 4(b). Figure 5(a) shows an example
of a series of 50 of the virtual 15-min scans and a 1-D plot of

the average and standard deviation of the intensity values
across the detector region of interest. This figure shows
that at 15-min exposure times, there are noticeable statistical
fluctuations in the peak intensities. Figure 5(b) shows the
average and standard deviation of the integrated intensity

Fig. 3 (a) Two-dimensional (2-D) detector image of high-k finFET scattering image taken at APS in a
10-s exposure. (b) 2-D detector image of high-k finFET scattering image taken on laboratory source in a
3600-s exposure. (c) 1-D integrated comparison plot of the first six scattering peaks in the data from APS
and the laboratory source.

Fig. 2 (a) Plot of direct beam image with inset being a zoom-in of the direct beam spot. (b) 1-D integration
across the direct beam for both the open beam and sample attenuated beam. (c) Plot of the measured
beam FWHM as a function of the sample detector distance (SDD).
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of all of the diffraction peaks at each exposure time. The
intensities scale linearly with time as expected. The standard
deviations are highest for the weakest peaks and shortest
exposure times, as expected.

Most of the standard deviation error bars in Fig. 5(b) are
too small to observe in the plot. Additionally, the primary
concern for the CDSAXS measurement is the size of the
standard deviation relative to the particular peak intensity.
Figure 6 shows the standard deviations as a percent of the
total integrated peak intensity (SDP). Figures 6(c) and
6(d) show the SDP for the bare Si finFET and high-k
finFET, respectively, as measured on the laboratory source.
Figures 6(e) and 6(f) show the same samples as measured at
the APS synchrotron. The most obvious feature of the SDP
plots is that the noise for the bare Si finFET sample is about 5
times larger than the noise for the high-k finFET sample for
the same measurement time. The SDP noise scales with scat-
tering intensity, so the weaker scattering bare Si finFET sam-
ple is expected to have a lower signal to noise for the same
incident beam flux. When looking at these plots, it is impor-
tant to note that the peak intensities are nonmonotonic
[Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)] and often times there is more shape
information in a stronger, higher order peak than a weak
lower order peak. In scattering, since the diffraction pattern

is in reciprocal space, the higher order peaks contain infor-
mation about the smallest scale features. Additionally, the
symmetry of the structure often times will cause missing
peaks. It is not straightforward to set a cut-off SDP level
for the minimum exposure time required to get a satisfactory
uncertainty in the data fit. The data modeling is a highly
nonlinear, inverse fitting process, and the sensitivity of
the uncertainty to noise will be structure dependent.22

Determining the minimum exposure time requires a detailed
analysis of the multiple incident angle data as a function of
exposure time. We have previously reported such results on a
self-aligned quadruple patterning (SAQP) sample and found
that the fit quality did not start to degrade until the SDP for
the strongest high-order peaks reached about 20%.17 It
should be noted that the definition of acceptable uncertainty
is highly sample and application specific and a single value
cannot be defined.

The other point of interest is the large shift in time scales
between the synchrotron and laboratory source data. Figure 7
shows a comparison of SDPs for several peak orders mea-
sured at both the synchrotron and the laboratory source.
Shifting of the data shows approximately a factor of
10,000 times difference in the noise versus exposure time.
This is less than the flux factor difference of 40,000

Fig. 4 (a) Typical 1-min exposure of the high-k finFET sample on the laboratory source. Inset is zoomed-
in to the area of primary scattering. (b) 1-D integration across the primary scattering peaks showing the
single photon counts.
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determined from beam intensity differences and confirmed in
Fig. 7(b) plot of the measured integrated intensity for several
scattering peaks as a function of exposure time. The differ-
ence is due to different limiting noise factors in the two data-
sets. The laboratory data noise for the weakest peaks is
determined by a combination of statistical fluctuations
(Poisson noise or counting statistics) of the scattering
peak intensity and of statistical fluctuations of weaker cos-
mic ray events that coincide with the active area of the detec-
tor where the peak scattering is measured. Over longer time
scales, the cosmic rays are numerous enough to average out
to a flat background that can be subtracted from the data. An
additional note is that the laboratory data were measured by a
detector with no readout or background noise. Figure 7(c)
shows a comparison of the laboratory SDP to the expected
value for Poisson noise for the scattering intensity. It matches
well for the stronger peaks with low noise and underesti-
mates the SDP for the weaker peaks. This is what would
be expected for the noise from the cosmic background
that is uncorrelated to scattering strength. The synchrotron
exposure times are much faster, so cosmic ray events are neg-
ligible. The primary reason for the larger relative noise in the

synchrotron data is readout noise from the CCD detector.
The readout noise is independent of exposure time and mea-
sured intensity, so the effect is strongest for low intensities
and becomes more prominent at shorter exposure times when
the total intensity is lower.

The scattering amplitude of a given sample will depend on
the periodic change in electron density, the volume of the
periodic features, and the duty cycle of the pattern (e.g., a
50 to 50 grating will scatter strongest). Thus, films composed
of dense metals or high atomic number elements and air will
have the greatest electron density contrast between phases
and the strongest scattering. Although the high-k finFET
sample does not correspond to a structure found in the typical
RMG finFET fabrication process, it does provide an example
of the scattering strength obtained from structures containing
high electron density materials such as metallization
(e.g., copper, tungsten), diffusion barriers (e.g., tantalum,
ruthenium), or dielectrics (e.g., hafnium). Films for which
the trenches between lines are filled with a material having
similar electron density to the lines will scatter weakly due to
the small contrast between the two phases. Similarly low-
density films like carbon-based photoresist will also scatter

Fig. 5 (a) 2-D image (bottom) shows an example dataset from the high-k finFET sample of 50 exposures
of 15 min constructed by summing 15 randomly selected 1-min scans from the dataset in Fig. 4(c). The
1-D data plot (top) shows the average intensity of the 50 datasets (dark line) along with the 1σ variation in
intensity within the dataset (light lines). (b) Plot of the average integrated intensity for each peak order at
each exposure time. The error bars denote the 1σ variation in integrated intensity for at each exposure
time for the 50 datasets.
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weakly. Tall, high aspect ratio fins will scatter stronger than
short lines because of the larger sample volume. Note that
only the height of the structure is relevant for the scattering
volume because a decrease in width with a constant duty
cycle increases the total number of lines in the target area

(maintaining the same scattering volume). Changing the
width at a constant pitch is more complicated because due
to the Babinet principle there is no distinction between
phase A and phase B (air and line) and the scattering volume
is the smaller of the two phases. The measured signal is the

Fig. 6 1-D integration plot of the scattering from the (a) bare Si finFET sample and (b) high-k finFET
sample at the synchrotron. Plot of the SDP of the (c) bare Si finFET sample and (d) high-k finFET sample
as measured on the APS synchrotron. Plot of the standard deviation of the dataset as a percent of the
total integrated peak intensity (SDP) for (e) bare Si finFET sample and (f) high-k finFET sample as mea-
sured on the laboratory source (Mo Kα). Note that the noise is much higher in the bare Si finFET samples.
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scattering intensity, which is the square of the amplitude.
Note that the measured finFETs were only 40 nm tall and
are much shorter than typical next generation fins before
deposition of the shallow trench isolation (STI). A finFET
on order of 200 nm tall with the same width and pitch will
scatter ∼25× stronger (or equivalently 25× faster) than the
measured finFETs. The wide range of samples that will
potentially need to be measured results in a large range of
source intensity requirements. In order to make accurate esti-
mates for the required source flux for high throughput mea-
surements, we measured the scattering efficiency by using
the high dynamic range, single photon counting detector
to measure both the direct beam intensity and the scattered
intensity. The direct beam measurement was made by aver-
aging a series of short exposures to avoid saturation of the
detector. We characterized the fluctuation in direct beam
intensity over time and found it to be negligible (described
in Sec. 2). The integrated intensity for each scattering peak
was normalized to the beam intensity and corrected for
substrate absorption. The integrated intensity was used to
avoid effects of the pixel size on the measurement. The
scatter efficiency measurement (Fig. 8) shows the expected

Fig. 7 (a) Combined plot showing the SDP for the fourth, fifth, and sixth orders of the high-k finFET
sample for both the APS synchrotron and Mo Kα laboratory source. (b) Plot of the integrated scattering
intensity for the fifth-order peak of the high-k finFET sample comparing the synchrotron and laboratory
source. Error bars denote the standard deviation of a repeated set of measurements (20 at APS, 50 in
lab). Note that the spot sizes are different in the two measurements. (c) Plot of the SDP (markers) versus
the calculated SDP (lines) for Poisson-dominated noise (N0.5) using the measured scattering intensities.

Fig. 8 Scattering efficiency for the high-k and bare silicon finFET
samples determined from measurements on the laboratory source.
The integrated intensity for each peak was normalized to the incident
beam intensity. The beam intensity was corrected for the beam
attenuation by the silicon wafer.
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enhancement of the scattering intensity of the Hf-containing
high-k sample relative to the bare Si sample. The scattering
efficiency can then be used to estimate how much flux is
required for a given measurement time. Table 1 shows
some estimates of the required flux for various sample mate-
rials based on the measured scattering efficiencies and the
single-angle measurement time. The calculation is based
on the amount of flux required to get 100 counts on one
of the stronger, higher order peaks. The selection of 100
counts is arbitrary and would correspond to a Poisson
noise of 10% of the peak intensity. The relative contribution
of the higher order peaks to the shape fit depends on the
intensity weighting of the goodness of fit function and
has been explored previously.24 For the high-k sample, the
ninth-order peak was used and for the bare Si sample the
eighth-order peak was used. The measured finFETs were
40 nm tall and as discussed previously, the taller finFETs
will scatter much stronger. Note that for most CDSAXS mea-
surements, multiple scans at different incident angles will be
required. Published results are highly oversampled with
regards to incident angles. The specific number of incident
angles required will be structure dependent and also depend
on the required shape accuracy. For a known SAQP structure,
5 to 10 incident angles were determined to be sufficient to
resolve changes in dimensions.17 In addition to the flux, the
x-ray beam must have small enough divergence and energy
bandwidth to resolve the scattering peaks. For CDSAXS to
become a high throughput measurement, new compact x-ray
sources on order of 100× to 1000× times brighter than cur-
rent microfocus rotating anodes (as used in this study) will be
required. There are several sources at various stages of
research and development that could provide such improve-
ments in the next few years.25–29

4 Conclusions
We compared CDSAXS measurements performed at the syn-
chrotron to those from a conventional laboratory source on
industrially relevant finFET sample structures. We found that
the synchrotron beam line has about 40;000× more photon
intensity than our Mo Kα microfocus rotating anode labora-
tory source. We have characterized our laboratory source in
great detail and used those results to determine the scattering
efficiency of the measured finFET structures. We demon-
strated a large variation in scattering efficiency as a function

of the materials present in the periodic nanostructure. In par-
ticular, dense high atomic number films such as HfO2 and
taller, high aspect ratio structures substantially enhance
the scattering signal. These measurements allowed us to
extrapolate the required flux improvements for high-
throughput CDSAXS measurements of these samples. There
are several new compact source technologies in development
that have the potential to provide the required 100× to 1000×
improvements, making in-fab CDSAXS likely viable in the
near future.
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